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PREFACE
Look outta da window, look into the tube... You may ask yourself: „Isn't there 
anything better?“ If you don´t: Please pardon me disturbing you, you can now let 
yourself hypnotize back into the American Dream.

Old people walking through sold out cities feeling that they don't belong to 
them anymore, children locked into schools and flats, mallrats, shamanic souls 
straight into psychiatry. 

2012, we're stranded inside an eroded affluent society: Nothing is necessary 
anymore. Neoliberal countries exclude 25 – 60 % of their population from the 
process of production. They don't want workers – they want consumers!

We have to cultivate the healthful energy that there is a certain energy on the 
planet which wants to lead people to a true life - living together instead 
against each other. Each individual shall try to be one with that energy, and 
try to deconstruct destructive structures. 

Neoliberalism is not invincible. It is a pretty young ideology in the history of 
man. And we can make it disappear if we unite against it.

WHY TO FIGHT?
Hippies indirectly supported Neoliberalism. They left us with a brightly 
coloured world in which everything is possible – at least every product.

Now youth has to decide: „Do we want to decently support the indecent? Or do we 
want to „indecently“ support the decent?

In times of Woodstock the rebels were dressed colourfully. Today, the system is 
colourful while the rebel has to be serious. Now the rebel seems to be a jealous 
kill-joy.

No doubt: There will be dazzled neoliberal minds shouting at us: „Why do you 
fight against the system? What did the system do?“

And that's the point: System did just nothing for me.

ARE WESTERN COUNTRIES TRULY FREE OF IDEOLOGY?
When we think about ideology, we always think about something strange: Punks, 
skins etc. We laugh at them and don't respect those people. But we, of course, 
we are totally free of ideology. Only the troublemakers believe in ideology...

Just imagine the situation of a young girl presenting her boyfriend to her 
parents. Will they be delighted when he begins talking about mind-expanding?

In a way we got the most fundamentalistic ideology of all: The ideology of 
having no ideology. Who's the best actor? An actor not knowing he's an actor!

A paradox situation: Now true freedom can only be found in prison. We got free 
countries but are caught inside that freedom. It is a freedom like: „Do whatever 
you want, I don't care anyhow!“

NEOLIBERALISM
The ruling ideology is called Neoliberalism, a radical form of capitalism. It 
longs for maximum power to the industry, to the corporations. They say 
government shall step back while economy would produce the right goods in the 
right amount without any governmental intervention. They say, government shall 
not do more than guaranteeing the validity of private contracts and law.

„We will never have true democracy as long as absolutism rules economy.“
(Karl Arnold (1901-1958) CDU)



 
The neoliberal weapon to turn things neoliberal is the trident of free markets:
1) Privatization (lat. "privare" ="robbing")
2) Deregulation (less laws)
3) Social Cuts (less social service)
Allegedly anything can regulate itself like a forest. So they say Neoliberalism 
was the most natural system. Is that true? An animal eats until it is not hungry 
anymore – it does not have fridges!

They tear down our governments and decrease taxes – so you applaude. Whilst 
losing another public infrastructure – and another one, and another one... 
Communities loose ground, hospitals, schools, broadcasts, postal service etc. 

Its is very clear that a company can only be „efficient“ when it is neoliberal – 
because in a neoliberal system neoliberals define that word.

Communal entreprises which were built and financed by citizens for years are now 
sold as shares to the people... Its now possible to „own a piece of the 
entreprise“ we already own!

Privatization is not a progress! The first firefighters were organized as 
private companies – And they did not put your house's fire out if its walls did 
not show their embleme. Whilst public entreprises had many good effects: They 
can e.g. act counter-cyclic to prevent an economic crisis. A steel mill can run 
at loss willingly to provide cheap steel to other industries etc.

Neoliberal ways of thinking can be hidden behind any  party: Liberal christians, 
liberal green party, liberal democrats etc. Neoliberals even managed to conquer 
China's communist party.

Neoliberalism's secret of success is the „ideology of individualization“: A 
superficial individualization hides the inner collectivist unforming of all us 
citizens.

Milton Friedman was the spreader of those neoliberal dogms.



SHOCK-DOCTRINE
To spread neoliberalism they use shocks: Wars, catatrophes etc. They also shock 
individuals like in Irak. Naomi Klein supposes that they tried to use Irak as a 
model state to test how to destroy psyches and indoctrinate them.

Hurrican Katharinas After-Effects:
Public Schools before: 123
Publi Schools after: 4
Charter Schools before: 7
Charter Schools after: 31  (They gave out vouchers...)

HOW DID CORPORATIONS GAIN THAT MUCH POWER?
1910: Corporate lawyers managed to declare corporations as „legal 
personalities“. That way they were able to afford the 14tth constitution 
paragraph being valid for corporations, too. Originally that paragraph was ment 
for protecting slaves after the American civil war. But soon the corporations 
began using the paragraph way more often than the slaves themselves! That way 
the honorable American idea of freedom was perverted.

Big corporations get very much respect by people because their logos are 
something like modern times' fertility symbols. So you subconsciously fear to 
loose love when fighting corporations.

KEYNESIANISM AND NEW DEAL GOT SABOTAGED
Roosevelt's New Deal did tame market after the Great Depression. Neoliberal 
Milton Friedman wanted to unleash it back. Altough America was already 
capitalist – but not enough capitalist for Friedman!

THE NEW DEAL von Conrad A. Albrizio



His radical capitalist claims were very well accepted by factory owners because 
they were just as radical as the worker's communist claims at that time – a 
perfect counter-attack.

Developmentalism had brought welfare to Latin America. But corporations were 
afraid of „total communism“. The corporations were advocated by 
Sullivan&Cromwell. The brothers Dulles (CIA) once were employed there...

NEOLIBERAL EXPERIMENTS IN CHILE 
So CIA did a few Putsch. Salvador Allende (democratically elected) was sabotaged 
, so Dicator Pinochet came to power. Pinochet allowed neoliberal Experiments in 
Chile. 

Book burnings, graffiti were removed. It was illegal for people to gather 
outside, sometimes even funreals were crashed by police. They wanted to avoid 
collectives to build.

While Pinochet terrorized Chile, some intellectuals already realized that the 
danger was not only physical. It was an economic danger: A new order of economy 
was indoctrinated to that country.

Ambassador Orlando Letelier blamed Friedman to be complicit in Pinochet's 
crimes. A little later Letelier was blown up in his car by a car bomb. In 
Washington!

And today? You are naive when you think that all those things happened in the 
past and will not happen again. The US "Office of Reconstruction and 
Stabiliziation" preventively plans the „Reconstruction“ of around 25 countries 
where Gis could march in as soon as a pretext is found: Iran? Venezuela?

HISTORY IS DEAD?
Neoliberal thinkers claim the „Death of all ideologies and utopies“. Allegedly 
they all died after the fall of the Berlin Wall. The end of Sovjet union is 
interpreted as the end of communism in general.

CIA-Sabotage Manual – spread to destabilize Nicaragua



PILGERBERG-GESELLSCHAFT
Vevey 1947: On the Mont Pelerin (Mount of Pilgrims) influential European liberal 

thinkers meet to discuss the future of western civilization. They began building 
a new ideology whilst claiming not to be ideological.

DEMOCRACY
“Rationality belongs to the cool observer. But because of the stupidity of the 
average man, he follows not reason, but faith. And this naive faith requires 
necessary illusion, and emotionally potent oversimplifications, which are 
provided by the myth-maker to keep the ordinary person on course. It’s not the 
case, as the naive might think, that indoctrination is inconsistent with 
democracy. Rather, it is the essence of democracy."
(Noam Chomsky, "Manufacturing Consent")

THERE'S NO „LEFT“ AND NO „RIGHT“!
Political spectre is not a line. It rather is shaped like a moebius strip.

"Black Panther Coloring Book", CIA-fake to discredit Black Panthers



Leftists as well as rightist extremists are anti-capitalistic. 
Rightists support America while rightist extremists hate it  etc.

Politicians of party A and party B know each others as well as many lawyers in 
court know each others. You can imagine how that fact influences a court case. 
They prolong it to earn as much as possible.

GAME THEORY LETS US DISTRUST EACH OTHER
Cold war was heavily influenced by John Nash's game theory (all people are self-
oriented, all people do strategize against each others all the time etc.) But 
Nash was pathologically paranoid (See "A Beautiful Mind"). We know that today, 
but distrust is still present in society.

NOOCAUST
They dont rob us money. They rob us meaning. Globalists are planning Noocaus. 
Noocaust means rendering everything meaningless. Work is already scarce. Now 
they create artificial work.

There will be a Sense War or War for Meaning. The homo faber will wake up and 
run to the fields, wanting to plant and harvest. They will search earth under 
the pavement but it will be to late.

Masons plan an Armageddon by making people unconsious. When there is noone which 
recognizes world, world does not exist. 

FAKE WORLD
I suppose one goal of the conspiracy to be the building of a „fake 
insconscious“. A wall gets built up before our eyes, and now consentual pictures 
are projected onto the wall – fairy tales are replaced by artificial fairy tales 
etc. So people are cut of from the real collective inconscious, cut off from 
their intuition. Our third eye is blind now (the eye now is in the pyramid and 
pyramid is a grave...)

As soon as masons control the fake inconscious they rule the world.

DEPRESSION
Depression is not an illusion. Less and less people can believe the inner logic 
of our First World countries. A brutal logic on the cost of others. Africa 
psychiacally is the shadow of world's soul. We have to re-integrate Africa by a 
global psychotherapy.

South Corea: Suicide rate doubled within 10 years as Neoliberal blessings 
arrived.

PHILOSOPHY OF FUTILITY
It describes that monotonous industrial everyday life is lacking beauty which 
has to be balanced by fashion and similar stuff. To produce those goods there 
have to be built more factories which afterwards requires more fashion... A 
vicious circle!

INTELLIGENCE AND INTELLECTUALITY
Both are often confused. IQ is a method for discriminating black people and 
other outsiders. IQ has to be discovered, which is not possible in lower class. 

„To be an intellectual is a vocation for anybody: it means using your mind and 
applying it to issues of human significance. Some people are privileged, 
powerful and usually conformist enough that they can make their way into the 
public arena. That doesn't make them any more intellectual than a taxi driver 
who happens to be thinking about the same things and may be much smarter and 
much more understanding of them.“ 
Noam Chomsky 



ILLUMINATION
The Age of Enlightenment wanted to inform and enlight people to set them free by 
knowledge. But it did not work. Philosoper Leo Strauss says that the Age of 
Enlightment did not set us free but did rather lock us into a second cave below 
the original platonic cave.

„The more you read the dumber you get“ MAO

The "Bringer of Light" is lucifer, formerly the proudest angel. Luxury, Phallus, 
Illuminatus – all those words etymologically stem from „Light“. The phallic-
technocratic western man does actually flee gnosis by longing for it!

The real light does already burn – inside yourself! It is not a search light – 
it is a lighthouse!

«Noii foras ire, in interiore homine habitat veritas!» 
(Don't go out. Truth is inside the inner man)

"He who looks out dreams. He who looks inside awakens." (CARL GUSTAV JUNG)

SECRET SOCIETIES
Generally secret societies are constituted of people which can only raise 
themselves by humiliating others. Because a mason is humiliated in his 
initiation, he has to humiliate others for the rest of his life. If he does not, 
he falls back into his own humilition experience, which is painful.

Secret societies are male. The hidden reason to enter such a club is: Being 
afraid of the Vagina Dentata. The are afraid to be gulped by the female principe 
(the masses, the fullness etc.)

Their alleged goal is „purification“ of mankind. As man did purificate wild hogs 
to make domesticated pigs... to kill and eat them.
 
HIERARCHY
I always taught: Wow, Norad, there must be a secret inside. And inside all the 
other secret Bunkers all around the world. There has to be something „higher“ 
stored inside etc.“ 

But the man is the only meaning. Even the biggest bunkers „only“ protect man or 
man's goods. We need noone to give us orders. Noone possesses more wisdom than 
we already have inside ourselves. The only good leaders are leaders which enable 
you to discover and use your own inner wisdom.



POWER THROUGH INDIFFERENCE
Neoliberalism does not function by fanatism. It functions by our indifference 
("Laissez-les laisser faire") Everyone has an ironic distance regarding his own 
role. Even bosses are very ironic, they may even laugh about the dumbness to be 
a boss.

In times of post-ideology ideology is driven by this inner distance which does 
not take serious the symbolic mandate of the subject.

IRONIY
Another mind-control trick is irony. Naomi Klein describes a few cases how irony 
is used by commercials. The advertisers do sarcastic spots which anticipate the 
viewers commentary on the sofa. Being critical is impossible because irony 
surpasses your moral instance. 

Irony was used to produce Kurt Cobain to death. Blinded by the ironic spotlight, 
neither Cobain nor Pearl Jam nor any other big grunge act managed to formulate 
any political statement.

„L'ART POUR L'ART“
They say that didn't have any purpose. I think thats wrong. Art shall help the 
worker's struggle or at least the struggle for consciousness.

Socialist art was art for all social classes and for all ages. The artist was no 
outsider, he was integrated into the people grace to the „Bitterfelder Weg“.

HOLLYWOOD
"Propaganda Placement" is more and more subtle. Today they use „Predictive 
Programming"-Strategy. Movies deliver role models. Earlier they even blatantly 
produced films to weaken social ideas. James Dean representing a worker fighting 
against the workers union etc.  

CHAOS UND INJUSTICE ARE GLORIFICATED
In socialism men triumphates over chaos. Which means: Inequalities are equalized 
(Some people are tall, some are strong, some are handicapped etc.) There is 
solidarity.

GREENCARD LOTTERY



Not so in capitalism. He even claims that „all men are born equal". Casinos and 
stock markets glorificate chaos. The one who cannot get rich in business can 
still get rich in lottery. So one injustice does justificate another 
injustice!!!

ABOUT BEING PROUD
I once met a rich man: 
"I was wise and did chose a good life." 
So I asked him:
„And how did you get the skill to be able to chose well like that?“

RACISM
Even Martin Luther King did never say that racism was a problem of lacking 
„Tolerance“. The problems which cause racism are social injustices, redundancy 
etc. So they are problems of the government. But the government's problems are 
privatized, too. So the private person has to deal with it. But not many people 
grasp that. Because we live in post-political times. 

Moral is alway there. The question isn't: „Are the people moral?“. The question 
is: „What keeps them from being moral?“

It needs social measures to fight racism. But social measures are not accepted 
by Neoliberalism. Neoliberalism thinks: Social measures are an injustice to all 
the people who do not receive them...  

And the rich countries never ask themselfes: „Why do all those immigrants come 
into our country?“ If your pose that question, you have to admit, that we are 
way to rich. Our money shall be given back to the people we robbed.

MONEY AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR RELIGION
Even the origins of money were religious: Coins were made of iron rods used to 
impale offered animals. Jesus wanted to separate Religion and Money. He spoke 
out against taking interests:

"When you give something to someone, preferable give it to someone who surely 
cannot give it back“ (Tomas 96 coptic)

„Do not collect treasures down on earth! Because you have to face moths and rust 
eating them or burglars stealing them. Better collect treasures in heaven (…) 
Your heart will always be where your treasures are.“ (Matthew 6,19-21)

CAPITALISM
In capitalism material stuff is regarded as „capial“ - as the highest priority, 
even more important than man. Capital is dead work. It can only grow by sucking 
out workers. The hierarchy of capital society seems to be a natural order. But 
it is an order of persons.

COMMODITY FETISHISM
Exchange value (price) has a momentum of its own. Our industrie does not anymore 
want to produce practical value anymore. Exchange value is king. So people begin 
thinking that exchange value was the source of real value... The unleashed 
exchange value makes us confuse cause effect, subject and object.  

An extreme example: At the Costa del Sol in Spain they build giant buildings 
with flats. But nearly no one will ever live there. They just build those blocks 
to kickstart a chain of investitions!

Capital seems to begin to live on its own and to work on its own. The banks 
recommend: „Let your money work for you!“ - by interest and interest on 
interest. It seems like capital was the subject and workers were just objects. 
Money seems not be be just an expression of value anymore – It now seems to be 



the real value. It seems the be the very substance all things are made of.

CHARACTER MASK
Man in capitalism wears the so-called "Character Mask": Goods cannot go to the 
market on their own. So man is necessary to present them. Thus there is an 
alienation.

MONEY IS NOT A MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE!
Money means private property. Each dollar bill is a certificate of debt. 
Professor Otto Steiger: „No known society did ever bartertrade. And by no means 
did our society - which I regard as a society of private property.“ 

FREE MONEY 
Because money became so alarmingly powerful Silvio Gesell searched an 
alternative more than 150 years ago. He invented „free money“ which was fleeting 
money with a date of expiry. 

An experiment in Austrian communitiy Wörgl was very successful. People paid 
their taxes in advance, redundany sunk etc. Free economy flourished. 170 other 
communities did also want Free Money. But the experiment was stopped by 
government.

KEY CURRENCY DOLLAR
Dollar is key currency despite the US were unable to meet the gold standard. No 
problem, they simply abolished the gold standard! Then they manipulated the OPEC 
so that Oil could only be bought in dollars. Voilà: The USD stayed world's key 
currency! (What a coincidence: Saddam Hussein was killed shortly after 
announcing that he wanted to sell oil for other currencies than USD)



UNBACKED VALUE
Once upon a time, money was backed by gold. Then by oil. Today, money is only 
backed by money. And that money often does not even exist as bills and coins – 
it just exists as numbers inside a computer system. Only 5 % of all money exist 
physically.

BANK'S LIE: Wanting 101 percent of 100...
Imagine the world's first bank opening. They give out 100 coins to the 
villagers. At the end of the years they want the coins back + 1 percent of 
interest. But who shall pay the 101st coin??? So there have to be debts always.

BANK'S LIE: Eating a cake and keeping it anyhow...
The same bank offers its clients to store their gold in a safe. The give out 
receipts. Soon those printed paper receipts are used as an instrument of payment 
instead of the real gold. No one uses the real gold anymore, no one comes to see 
if his gold is still there... So the bank can print more receipts than there is 
gold.

EGOISM
It is a system which increasingly puts the individual being against the society. 
Several generations were asked to accept or refuse the following statement: 

"I have to grab what I can in this world, no one will give anything to me.“

Elder Generation    ( 1909-45 )   =   1/3 YES
Babyboomers         ( 1946-64 )   =   1/2 YES 
Generation X        ( >1965   )   =   2/3 YES

CAPITALISM INVADED CULTURE 
Nearly whole life is commercially abused: Event gastronomy and thematic hiking 
trails, disney travels etc. = Man as the consumer of his own life.

The Nike-Hook is the most popular tattoo motive inside the USA!!! Brands are the 
only thing which gives meaning to a modern life.

George Washington was made a deity (Apotheosis), to form an US-civil religion



"A great brand raises the bar-it adds a greater sense of purpose to the 
experience, whether it's the challenge to do your best in sports and fitness or 
the affirmation that the cup of coffee yo u're drinking really matters. " 
Scott Bedbury (Marketingchef Nike/Starbucks)

"We must shift America from a needs- to a desires-culture. People must be 
trained to desire, to want new things, even before the old have been entirely 
consumed. Man's desires must overshadow his needs." 
Paul Mazer (Lehman Brothers)

BRANDS
In the 80ties managemen theoreticians promoted the idea that successful 
enterprises shall not develop products anymore but only brands. The real product 
is not a sport shoe but rather its image. Such enterprises regard themselves as 
producers of meaning. „Swatch“ is not about watches – it is about the idea of 
time. IBM is not about computers – it is about computer „solutions“.

Marketing is very powerful. McDonalds e.g. manages to attract youth as well as 
children. The little toddler and his grandma are not scared by the hiphop gang. 
And the gang somehow does not regard McDonalds as uncool despite there are a lot 
of babies and grandmas around.

According to Althusser McDonalds is an ideological state apparatus. It is not 
just commercials – it is propaganda.

CANNIBALIZATION
Radical expansion tactics: Starbucks uses its "Cannibalization"-strategy = You 
keep opening one Starbucks after the other in the same area. You do not go to 
the next area until the present area is saturated. The sign for saturation: When 
there are so many Starbucks cafes that their own sales begin to sink! 
(=“Cannibalization“)

CORRUPTION OF PUBLIC LIFE
Corporate advertisement invades our lifes deeper and deeper. It gets more and 
more subtle and organic to invade even deeper. Marketing experts are not anymore 
contented by child actors in TV-spots drinking coke – now they want whole 
schools participating in brainstorming contests for cokes next commercial!

Blockbusters are not only filled with product placement – now the whole film is 
regarded as a brand (Indiana Jones-„Franchise“ etc.)

Economy buys more and more public space and institutions, even scientific 
institutions: "Yahoo Chair of Information Systems Technology" etc.

MINDCONTROL BY LANGUAGE 
Language expresses social relations, values, norms of the ruling class. With 
their language and their terms they generate reality. Free media is not neutral, 
becaus just because they are free they can be hijacked by pressure groups.

An euphemist vocabulary promotes neoliberal ideology. Example given: They do not 
call mass dismissals „mass dismissals“ – they call it „downsizing“.

MANIPULATED MEDIA 
Soap water for making bubbles is often called „alcalic fluid“ in newspapers – 
Now it seems like cruel protestors wanted to harm policemen.

German governments gives out “Sprachregelungen” (language rules) for journalists 
and politicians. 

April 11. 2002: US supported a putsch against Chavez. Private media broadcasted 
a lot of lies. Chavez' supporters allegedly shot at protestors, there was a tape 
with Venezuelan military leaders speaking out against Chavez because „peaceful 



protestors'“ blood was clinging to his hands... - A CNN employee nowadays stated 
that that tape was recored BEFORE the incident. And the deaths were cause by 
mysterious sharpshooters on the roofs.

CHARITY = CROCODILE TEARS
Crimes against manhood cannot be balanced by a few good deeds. When Bill Gates 
donates money it is like chocolate: First you get constipation, then diarrhea.

CULTURE
Culture makes man being man. Cultur is not necessary – but it makes life worth 
living. It has no purpose – but not no sense. Sadly our culture is corroded by 
postmodernism.

POSTMODERNISM
"Postmodern Philosophy is nothing else than the afterlife of national-socialism 
in democracy" (Adorno). 

Postmodernism is the style of having no style. It is related to the „end of 
history“-claim mentioned above. Everything revolves around itself. Everything is 
possible: Obama can fight against Batman, fictive people against real people 
etc. „No reality is higher than the other reality“ Everything gets taken equally 
serious: Science, Literature, History, Legends, Fairytales, Fortune Cookies, 
Law, Bible. 

In modern times there was no god anymore. Nowadays it does not even matter if 
there is one or not!

"POSITIVE THINKING"
Maybe the theory that positive thoughts bring luck is really true. But only for 
the single individual.

If you analyze „positive Thinking“ you recognize pure fascism hidden behind its 
facade. To be able to overlook the damage they cause, the damagers have to think 
positive... - Dr. Martin Seligman, inventor of "positive Psychology" teaches US-
troops "Positive Thinking" (an 31 mio. dollar job).

It is also promoted in pop culture: NAS does sing "Poverty's a mind state" So 
the poor can be blamed for being poor.

Before Tupac was murdered he warned us about ”fake sellout”-rappers. He 
describes how musicians are forced to enter secret societies.



SEXUALITY
A wrong sexuality represents our brutal economic order: Higheels, a symbol of 
power like skyscrapers. There are movies full of blowjobs – we are a very oral 
society, a society of consumers and speakers.

Brain is conditioned to money in the same way it reacts having sex (happiness 
hormone in Nucleus Accumbens)

According to Max Weber, capitalism is a substitute for repressed sexual desires. 
Imagine a child asking a CEO why he wants more growth.

        We need more yield!
            Why?
                We need to get more money to invest it!
                    Why?
                        We need bigger markets!
                            Why?
                                We need more money!
                                    Why? 
                                         etc.

A frustrating search for answers. Human quest for meaning stays unfulfilled. 
So it is repressed into sub-consciousness.

Sexualization is a mean of class struggle from above: Making working class keen 
on potency (power), so the workers can be integrated into the production process 
easily. Gaining money seems like a gain of potency.

There is an optimum for everything. Why do they want more and more growth? Will 
there be more consciousness on earth when there is more growth? I think there 
will be even less.

Love is not about friction! It is about warmth and magnetism. A technique called 
„Karezza“ arose amongs the life reform-movement. I can recommend very much to 
try it during your next sexytime.
 
RELIGION
If you leave neoliberal mainstream you have to deal with a loss of orientation. 
You have to find something new to rely to.  There are a lot of religions, and 
most of them are somehow true and can help you.

"God need us the become consious" (C.G. Jung)



Some people think that religion is just a human invention, just another 
philosophic system which was invented to explain world. But it isnt. Religion 
could not have been invented. A cogitable god is not believable. And a 
believeable god is not cogitable.

Jesus said a lot of unbelievable things but they all turn out to be true – in a 
way. I think the afterlife maybe means your Psyche. The sermon of the mount 
states that troubled people will be rewarded in their afterlife. Does 
„afterlife“ probably mean your Psyche? Does it stand for the „rich inner world“ 
prisoners in jail frequently report to discover?

Jahwe means "I am that I am“. IS GOD CONSCIOUSNESS? 

REINCARNATION
It really exists: If you do not fight the evil you suffer from today then 
another one will be in the same situation tomorrow.

Nietzsche believed in „Eternal Return“. Everything on earth repeats and repeats 
on and on and on. So you have to do everything you do well enough to be able to 
do it eternally. So you have to adjust the planet like that.

INTERNET
The Internet is abused by neoliberal forces. „Telecommunication“ is nothing else 
than remote control. Internet is the peak of technological evolution. But it is 
like Voltaire said:

"The old romans built their masterful buildings – for wild animals to fight!“

Sociologists have discovered that the internet develops a new type of man: The 
proteic personality.

CIA's firm "In-Q-Tel" hides behind Facebook. It is a data-mining programme of 
the IAO ("Information Awareness Office").

Each user's post to the internet teaches the machine a tought. The machine has 
to hijack humans for the machine to become more humanoid... The internet-machine 
is similar to „the chess turk“. The turk was a robot which was able to play 
chess. But the robot only worked grace to a human hidden under the table. We are 
like that person today.



REVOLUTION DOES NOT FAIL, IT JUST LASTS!
And even if it would fail: Having tried it matters, trying it is already a goal, 
again and again. So you will never have to accuse yourself of having missed to 
try.

Revolutions are not happenings – Revolutions are processes. The thing we call 
Revolution is not just the putsch itself. Its also everything that follows. 
Revolution develops day by day, and after the Putsch it even keeps on 
developping itself on and on. Revolution starts with ordinary things: Drinking 
no imperialist coke anymore, eating no meat anymore etc. 

VEGETARISM
Take a look at the Statue of „Liberty“: Its a pretty girl which is very much 
loved by our masonic friends. She got many names, she is called Diana, Lucivera,
Conservatrix, Victrix. She is the goddess of moon and hunt.

It absolutely is not cool to raise your fist while holding a big mac in the 
other hand. You have to be consequent and abstinent. But whats having to give up 
shopping compared to gaining that much love and purpose in life by fighting for 
justice? A man who has purpose does not need luxury anymore!

Vegetarism is the first step to eternal life. The one who stops killing will not 
be killed. 

HOW TO TAKE ACTION?
Neoliberalism seems invincible. Neoliberalism does not make any mistakes – as it 
does just nothing. It does just let happen things („Laisser faire“). It relys on 
human cowardness and weakness. 

Neoliberalism is not a big something – it is nothing. You cannot „destroy“ a 
vacuum. You can only fill it. Giving hope to the people to create alternatives.

You got more means than you think, there are more strategies than you know, also 



very creative tactiques, and for the most they even cannot imprison you (or at 
least not for years).

Helping a zine for jobless people, organizing rings a bartertrade. Superbarrio 
is a lawyer dressed as a hero who fights for his neighborhood. The 
"Überflüssigen" (german: „the superfluous ones“) are people who squat corrupt 
employment bureaus and disturb big business meetings. Reverend Billy founded the 
„Church of Stop“ shopping. And we Culture Jammers deface commercials, e.g. 
billboard ads:

 
It is not about the paint you put onto an ad – it´s about the message which has 
to be witty, so people sympathize, and you are not just regarded as sorta stupid 
vandal. 

A very good role model are the zapatista. They dream of a participatory-
democratic country – not a country of polling booths. Council democracy has to 
be set up, a democracy originating from the man in the street.

We have to kill the idea that only money work was necessary work. We have to 
eliminate that idea inside the people´s mind. And show alternatives: There are 
other ways to organize society but economic usability.

Your knowledge as any outsider is very precious. You have to find similar people 
who „pay“ you for THAT.



It seems like you were powerless. It seems like you could not change anything. 
It seems like you would not make progress. But the most important thing is: 
Going into the right direction.

I did not yet conquer what I fight against. But I also did not loose yet. And 
the most important thing: I did not capitulate yet. I declare myself as in state 
of total war.


